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Abstract: This review explores the diverse applications of Image Processing, emphasizing its role in improving photographic data for 

human and machine interpretation. The study highlights the limitations and variability in image processing techniques, focusing on the 

use of CUDA and OpenCV. It underlines the significant impact of image processing in fields like medical science, satellite applications, 

and security, illustrating the use of cloud computing in these domains. The review concludes by emphasizing the cost and time 

efficiency brought about by image processing in various industries.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Image processing methods can be used for processing 

pictures, 3D models, printouts, and to extract desired 

information from images. Researchers employ a variety of 

simple techniques for photo interpretation when adopting 

analog visual strategies. This sort of picture processing is 

simply limited inside the area of information of the analyst. 

So, analysts may additionally observe a mix of private know 

- how and data in image processing. In digital photograph 

processing, computer - based totally algorithms are 

developed to carry out photograph processing technique. 

Thinking about the advantages of digital picture processing 

in opposition to analog picture processing and due to large 

range of algorithms to be had that may be used with the 

enter statistics. In virtual image processing, few problems in 

the course of processing which include noise advent, sign 

distortion and many others., may be minimized and 

eliminated in the course of preprocessing method known as 

signal processing. In overdue 2000, because of the 

advancement that came about in digital picture processing 

with resource of computer systems has end up the emerging 

shape of image processing which is greater flexible, and also 

the most inexpensive one. image processing has strong 

relation with pc imaginative and prescient and pc snap shots. 

the subsequent steps describe the system for photo 

processing: Hallucination (figuring out the hidden gadgets), 

image healing and polishing (for developing sharpened 

photograph), picture repossession (look for the location of 

interest), measurement of pattern (calculating the shade 

range of objects) and photograph acknowledgment 

(differentiating the region of hobby). In this take a look at, 

an assessment on virtual photo processing, implemented in 

diverse subject has been given with suitable algorithms 

(Prabaharan et al., 2020).  

 

With the arrival of digital medium, mainly laptop, society is 

increasingly depending on laptop for processing, storage and 

transmission of facts. Pc performs a vital role in a part of 

nowadays existence and society in present day civilization. 

With growing era, man turns into worried with computer as 

the chief of this technological age and the technological 

revolution has taken area everywhere in the global based 

totally on it. It has opened a new age for humankind to enter 

into a brand - new world, typically referred to as the 

technological world. Laptop imaginative and prescient is 

part of ordinary existence. One of the maximum crucial 

goals of laptop vision is to obtain visual reputation 

capability corresponding to that of human (Shapiro et al., 

2001).  

 

2. Literature Review  
 

Geometric changes which include resizing, rotating, and 

colour adjustment are primary photo processing operations. 

There also are other processing strategies which include 

blending pix with brightness, sharpness or shade space and 

merging or greater photos that compress snap shots, 

including lowering photograph size regions that growth 

document satisfactory, which include reducing noise and 

growing contrast. Software of the relaxed Socket Layer 

inside the community and internet security is investigated by 

using Dastres and Soori (Dastres and Soori 2020) to growth 

the safety measures in the internet of statistics. The impact 

of meltdown hollow on numerous processors and operating 

systems are studied by using Dastres and Soori (Dastres and 

Soori 2020) which will increase security of CPU 

manufacture by means of stopping the taking pictures 

information on laptop or smartphones by means of attackers. 

Photo processing has two primary branches: image 

enhancement and machine imaginative and prescient. 

Improving pix includes techniques which include using a 

blur filter and increasing comparison to enhance the visual 

quality of images and make certain that they may be 

displayed efficaciously in the target surroundings, along 

with a printer or laptop display. Whilst system vision deals 

with techniques that can be used to recognize the that means 

and content of snap shots to be used in tasks together with 

robotics and picture axis (Lukac, Martin, and Platanoitis 

2004).  

 

Sanjay Saxena, Neeraj Sharma, and Shiru Sharma, in 2013, 

provided their paintings on parallel implementation of 

different sequential algorithms. The principles consciousness 

became on to improve the performance of segmentation, de - 

noising and histogram processing. They used multi - center 

structure for designing some parallel processing algorithms 

like noise discount, features calculation and many others. 
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Rafal Petryniak, in 2008, examined a set of rules for area 

finding which became then analyzed on distinctive checks. 

He gave the strength and weak spot of every parallel 

approach. scientific photographs had been the primary 

cognizance in the research. The conclusion drawn changed 

into that each algorithm isn't always dedicated to parallel 

computing and also parallel answers can improve the 

performance of photo processing. Preeti Kaur, in 2013, 

calculated the numerous parameters together with fork time, 

serial time, be a part of time, parallel time, and overheads. 

Her paintings deal with lowering the quantity of time 

required to symbolize the virtual images. This painting helps 

to improve the performance of photograph processing set of 

rules and allows maximum utilization of the multi - center.  

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this article is to provide a comprehensive 

overview of the various applications of image processing in 

different industries, highlighting the techniques and tools 

used in these applications.  

 

Significance 

The significance of this article lies in its detailed 

examination of image processings role across different 

fields, emphasizing how it enhances efficiency, reduces 

costs, and contributes to advancements in technology.  

 

3. Research Methodology 
 

The research methodology should include a systematic 

review of existing literature on image processing, analysis of 

various image processing tools like CUDA and OpenCV, 

and case studies highlighting their application in different 

fields.  

 

System Design  

 

 
Figure 1: Basic flow diagram of the steps of image processing 

 

 
Figure 2: An example of the face recognition system ("Image processing systems"). 
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Figure 3: An example of object recognition in the car traffic 

analysis systems 

 

 
Figure 4: An example of image Zoning 

 

4. Parallel Computation  
 

a) Features of a Parallel Program  

A parallel program has to have some features for an accurate 

and green operation otherwise; it's miles viable that runtime 

or operation does now not have the predicted performance. 

these functions include the subsequent: –  

 Granularity: It's far described because the quantity of 

primary units and it's far categorized 

 Synchronization: This prevents the overlap of or more 

methods.  

 Latency: This is the time transition of records from 

request to receipt.  

 Scalability: It is defined because the capacity of an 

algorithm to preserve its performance via increasing the 

quantity of processors and the size of the problem in the 

equal proportion.  

 

b) Computed Unified Device Architecture  

It's miles scalable parallel programming model and a 

software program environment in particular used for parallel 

computing. CUDA is a parallel programming well known 

that's released in NVIDIA. Generally, it's miles used to 

develop software program which might be used for 

photographs processors and is used to build up a diversity of 

trendy - reason programs for GPUs which might be 

distinctly parallel and run on loads of GPU‟s processors or 

cores. It has some extensions to that language to apply the 

GPU - particular functions that encompass new API calls 

and some new type qualifiers that apply to features and 

variables. It has a few specific features, that's referred to as 

kernels. It can be a function or a complete software invoked 

through the central Processing Unit. It additionally gives 

commonplace memory and synchronization among threads.  

 

c) Open - Source Computer Vision  

OpenCV (Open - supply pc vision) is an open - supply 

library at first developed by using Intel, which offers 

functions for growing actual time programs of pc vision and 

gadget learning. One for photo processing and laptop vision, 

every other one for automatic mastering and the last one that 

provides capabilities for dealing with photo and video and 

picture consumer interface for presentation. This library is 

written in C and C++ and can be run in environments along 

with Linux, home windows and Mac OS X. It's far feasible 

to acquire optimized codes the use of the “included overall 

performance Primitives” (IPP) library that has low - level 

optimized exercises used in numerous algorithms.  

 

Algorithms for Parallel Image Processing Tasks 
If only a thread exists, the computation is really successive 

computation. in any other case, if you may discover or 

greater strings then the photo is divided into awesome areas, 

as discovered in decide 5, 6. Every thread is in fee of 

processing the pixels blanketed in its tile and to perform 

various tasks however considering the protection of 

synchronization among all the processors generally there 

could be the state of affairs of impasse between processors. 

Anticipate we‟re getting those pictures for instance.  

 

Design Approach for Taverna - Based Parallelization of 

Imaging 

The vital methods of Taverna–based totally application 

improvement is decomposition of pc software program 

techniques into additives. sorts of decomposition want to be 

differentiated: element decomposition and expertise 

decomposition. element decomposition decomposes the 

utility into fundamental devices, which may be considered 

as a dark bundle between diagnosed feedback knowledge 

and production facts. How you can decompose the utility 

commonly follows these steps:  

 Decomposition of the utility into theoretically 

extraordinary components for simpler reusability of those 

building blocks;  

 Decomposition of huge however impartial additives into 

smaller additives, anyplace possible, developing take a 

look at pointing information that may be used if the 

project desires to be restarted.  

 Decomposition of every issue by means of differentiating 

the input and output parts to facilitate the records shape 

modification.  

 Subsequently, a decomposition of every obtained aspect 

into gadgets with a log strategy to allow debugging and 

mistakes monitoring procedures.  

 Information decomposition is easy to understand and is 

associated with the decomposed components.  

 

5. Conclusion  
 

In conclusion, the field of image processing plays a pivotal 

role in modern technology, with applications spanning 

various industries. This review underscores the effectiveness 
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of tools like CUDA and OpenCV in enhancing image 

processing techniques, ultimately leading to improved 

efficiency and reduced costs in sectors such as healthcare, 

security, and satellite imagery.  
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